
WE ARE LEARNING...

YEAR 4 - 2022

TERM 3 WEEK 7 - TERM 4 WEEK 10

INQUIRY FOCUS
To investigate the connection Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people have with Country. To research how the world changed during 
The Age of Exploration and the impact of Captain Cook's Arrival on 
Australia's First Nations people.  We may have the opportunity to work with 
the National Museum of Australia to investigate Cook's arrival from an indigenous
perspective.

To use and apply the Learner Assets of communicator, collaborator, 
self-manager, researcher and thinker through a range of explorative and student
lead tasks.

Help me at home by going for a walk on Ngunnawal Country and taking photos of
the landscape, flora and fauna. Sharing these images with your child's teacher will
allow the teacher to create a whole class visual to support our learning.

LITERACY
To continue using  'The Writing Process' to plan, draft and publish different text
types including narrative texts. To identify and use descriptive language such as
adjectives and figurative language to make my stories great to read.

To reflect on my reading goals and set new goals for reading to help improve my
comprehension, fluency and accuracy.

You can help me at home by encouraging me to read every night 
and complete my Reading Log. 

NUMERACY
To investigate fractions and their relationship to decimals. To measure
area of shapes and investigate the probability of events occurring.

Help me at home by playing card and dice games with me and
encouraging me to help create a vegetable garden that I can create by
using my knowledge of measurement and area. Ask my teacher for
some game ideas.

OUR SCHOOL VALUES 
To be a LEARNER. 
We do this by following instructions and trying our best in
class to ensure we are listening and not distracting others. 

Help me at home by asking about my day and checking in
to see what I've been learning.

ROUTINES
LIBRARY 
4HST- Monday
4KKT- Monday
4DLT- Monday
4TCT- Monday
4WPT- Monday
4HRT- Monday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL

Developing independence: developing reflective and self directed learners.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
4HST- Tuesday
4KKT- Tuesday
4DLT- Tuesday
4TCT- Monday
4WPT- Wednesday
4HRT- Wednesday

THE ARTS
4HST - Tuesday
4KKT - Tuesday
4DLT - Wednesday
4TCT - Wednesday
4WPT - Tuesday
4HRT - Tuesday

PERSONAL GOALS
To continue to work on my personal goals that I have set
with my teacher. I will use the strategies I learn at school
during read to self, guided reading, and one-on-one
feedback sessions with my teachers to help me engage in
the books that I have at home.


